1. Why would the author begin the story with a Prologue?

2. What is Clay Jensen doing as the story opens?

3. How does Clay feel about Jenny?

4. How does Clay feel about what he has heard on the tapes he is mailing to Jenny?

5. Where is Clay going after he leaves the post office?

6. Why is Clay reluctant to go to school?

7. What technique does the author use to tell the main body of the story?
8. What is inside the package that Clay receives when he arrives home from school?

9. Why is Clay shocked and surprised that the tapes are from Hannah?

10. Why did Hannah create the tapes and have them sent to different people?

11. What will happen if the recipients of the tapes do not listen to them and follow Hannah’s map?

12. What rumors do Hannah and Clay remember during cassette 1, side A?

**Part 2, p. 36 - 68**

13. Who is Alex Standall and what did he do to Hannah?

14. Why does Hannah feel that the rest of her 13 reasons were either directly or indirectly related to this list?

15. Why does Hannah wish for people to follow a map?

16. What does Clay remember as he arrives at Hannah’s old house, the first stop on the map?
17. What happened to Hannah at the Blue Spot Liquor store, the second stop on the map?

18. How did Hannah meet Jessica and Alex?

Part 3, p. 69 - 118
19. How does Clay's chat with the server at Monet's cause him to wonder about himself?

20. What happened between Hannah and Tyler Down?

21. What does Clay find in the Scribble Book at Monet's?

22. How does Hannah feel about Courtney Crimson?

23. Why is Courtney included in Hannah's tapes?

24. Who is Skye?

Part 4, p. 119 - 148
25. What is the "Oh My Dollar Valentine's" event?
26. What is Clay thinking about as Hannah is recounting the Valentine’s event?

27. What happened as a result of Hannah’s Valentine matches?

28. What is the relationship like between Clay and his mother?

29. How did Marcus Cooley betray Hannah’s trust?

30. What does Clay remember about Bryce Walker?

31. How does Clay feel about lying to his mother?

32. Why did Hannah like Peer Communications class?

33. What did Zach do to betray Hannah’s trust?

34. What is significant about Hannah’s appearance in this section?
35. How does listening to Hannah's tapes make Clay feel about their relationship?

36. What happened after Hannah anonymously asked the Peer Communications teacher to discuss suicide?

Part 6, p. 174 - 219
37. What is Tony doing that causes Clay to pay him attention in the diner? Is his behavior odd?

38. If Clay enjoyed spending time with Hannah, and wanted to date her, why didn't he?

39. Why did Hannah like poetry?

40. What happened in Hannah's poetry class that reinforced her belief that people always betrayed her?

41. Why was Tony waiting for Clay outside of Rosie's diner?

42. Why did Hannah include Clay in her tapes?

Part 7, p. 220 - 252
43. What does Tony mean when he tells Clay, "I'm trying to keep us on the road"?
44. What happened to Jessica at the Cottonwood party?

45. How are Hannah and Justin partially responsible for what happened to Jessica?

46. How did Tony become responsible for the tapes?

47. What are two signs of suicide that Hannah has displayed up to this point?

48. What happened as Jenny and Hannah were driving home from the party?

49. Why is it ironic that Hannah asks the listener not to give up on her at the beginning of Cassette 6, Side B?

50. What are the last words that Clay remembers speaking to Hannah?

51. Where did Hannah go the night she was house sitting for her father's friend?

52. What did Hannah do once she arrived at Courtney's house?
53. How does Hannah’s conversation with the guidance counselor, Mr. Porter, turn out?

54. Why does Clay believe people won’t say sorry to Hannah even after she is dead?

Part 9, p. 283 - 288
55. At what point in time does Part 9 take place?

56. What does Clay not want to have to do when he gets to school?

57. What are the two reasons that Clay is late for school for the first time in his life?

58. What does Clay think about as he goes to his locker?

59. Who does Clay see walking down the hall at school?

60. Why does Skye remind Clay of Hannah?